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Premise
Objectives and aims of WP2 stated in the funded EX-TRA proposal
WP2 aims at identifying conditions for accessibility by proximity in city districts by:
•

operationalizing a citizen-centred, inclusive ‘Accessibility by Proximity Index’;

•

developing and applying an ‘Accessibility by Proximity Open Online Expert Tool’ to
assess accessibility impacts;

•

developing Accessibility by Proximity policy guidelines, to inform planning practitioners
and decision-makers.

For archiving these goals, the WP2 is organized into four tasks as follow:
•

Task 2.1: Index operationalization _ Lead: PoliMi
An ‘Inclusive Accessibility by Proximity Index’ will be operationalized, measuring
accessibility to opportunities for different users, based on individual needs and abilities,
and land use and transport conditions. The index will provide the basis for tool
development (task 2.2); tool application (task 2.3) will provide insights for index
improvement.
The index will be informed by reviews of academic literature and planning guidelines,
expert interviews, citizen surveys and focus groups on the participating cities, to be
carried out by local academic partners, coordinated by PoliMi.

•

Task 2.2: Tool development _ Lead: TUM
An ‘Accessibility by Proximity Open Online Expert Tool’ to assess accessibility impacts
of existing and planned transport and land use conditions will be developed, based on
the accessibility index (task 2.1), and the existing Geo Open Accessibility Tool
(https://www.open-accessibility.org/). The tool will rely on open data (e.g.,
OpenStreetMap) and be applicable in different contexts. Tool development will be an
iterative process, with refinement following application (task 2.3).
The Tool, described in sections 3 and 4 of the TUM’s theoretical and methodological
framework, will be developed by TUM in collaboration with PoliMi, and input from local
academic partners.

•

Task 2.3: Tool application_ Lead: TUM
The tool would be ideally applied in some of the partner cities, to analyze the current
conditions for accessibility by proximity and highlight options to make accessibility
more inclusive, and, in successive iterations, evaluate the impacts on the accessibility
of street experiments and other measures affecting land use and transport conditions.
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Local academic partners will apply the tool; TUM will collect the generated knowledge
and use it to improve the tool.
•

Task 2.4: Guideline development
Policy guidelines will be drafted based on the experiences gathered during the
application of the tool (task 2.3). They will highlight the key points to consider in land
use and transport planning when aiming to create citizen-centred, inclusive conditions
for accessibility by proximity. Local partners will organize workshops to develop the
planning and policy recommendations with stakeholders. PoliMi will collect and
integrate the insights.

In the following pages, a first version of the Inclusive Accessibility by Proximity Index related
to the Task 2.1 is provided.
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1.Introduction to the Inclusive Accessibility
by Proximity Index (IAPI), first version
1.1 Aims and features of the IAPI
Inclusive Accessibility by Proximity Index (IAPI) is a quantitative tool that expresses the actual
levels of accessibility to selected destinations at the neighbourhood scale. The index is a tool
for investigating, at the district level, if basic services are available and accessible by active
mobility allowing people to express “activity participation” in social life (Martens, 2017; Lucas,
2012). According to Martens (2017), for ensuring the "activity participation" at the relevant
activities and opportunities for each person, basic accessibility as “the ability of the transport
system to “provide all persons with a sufficient level of accessibility under most, but not all,
circumstances” (Martens, 2017, p. 9 and p. 215) has to be guaranteed. Accessibility, which
concerns not only the functioning of a transport system, rather than “the ability of a person to
act”, capturing the “potential for interaction with locations dispersed over space” (p. 51),
becomes a tool for measuring the fundamental minimum threshold to allow everyone to take
part in valuable social activities.
Within this framework, our proposal for an Inclusive Accessibility by Proximity Index (IAPI)
aims at providing:
•

Quantitative assessment and classification. The index represents a quantitative
criterion for the measurement of different levels of access by foot and bicycle to urban
opportunities and basic services.

•

Orientation for urban policies and street experiments. The index allows to quantitatively
detect disadvantaged areas of a neighbourhood in terms of access to basic services
and opportunities (considering three profiles of mobility and different periods of the
day/week) that could benefit from the implementation of street experiments.

•

Scenario analysis and policy evaluation. The index could be used to simulate the
potential impacts on local accessibility of a street experiment and evaluate the success
of the experiment in ex-post analysis.

1.2 Accessibility: for whom, to what, by what means
IAPI is a quantitative tool for assessing the level of access through active mobility, at a basket
of daily, basic services at the district level.
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•

For whom: The IAPI considers three typologies of users, based on their mobility
profiles (pedestrians, cyclists, persons with reduced mobility) characterized by diverse
travel speeds. For dealing with the needs and capability of these three profiles of users,
the

Index

has

been

calculated

starting

from

the

OpenStreetMap

network, subsequently detailed through field surveys to detect the features and the
technical performances of the routes/paths. In doing so, IAPI overcomes the limitations
of isotropic accessibility measurements by considering the variety of morphologies and
qualities of the street network that may impact the accessibility of different users based
on their capabilities and needs.
•

To what: The IAPI selects a basket of daily services, essential for ensuring “activity
participation” and social inclusion. They are defined using a context-based approach
and investigated in a typical weekday and a typical holiday, according to different time
slots in which the services are available. “What is basic” in terms of services depends
on the different needs of the inhabitants and the city users. Therefore, the activation
of focus groups and the analysis of the results from the Commonplace plaform,
foreseen in the next steps, will allow detailing a context-sensitive portfolio of the basic
services more related to the needs of the local communities.

•

By what means: Focusing on accessibility by proximity, the Index deals with walking
and cycling modes (considering walking time/distance, bike time/distance and their
needs), because accessibility by proximity supports active mobility options. In the
approach proposed, public transport supply is one of the basic services, weighed
according to the characteristics of the supply.

The main feature of IAPI can be summarized as follow:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It measures the local connectivity: the focus of the analysis is on walking and cycling
modes; cycling and walking time derived from OSM, improved through field surveys.
The basket of services includes basic and daily services, essential for ensuring social
inclusion.
Public Transport is one among the basic/daily services.
Issues associated with defining these services are capacity, quality, service provision,
timing.
Open data from different data sources have been integrated together with information
derived from detailed on-site surveys.
Results are mapped for each service and mode, based on three profiles of users.
An overall composite score for three profiles of users is calculated considering the
rankings of accessibility for each type of basic service.
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1.3 Steps for the implementation of the IAPI
To calculate the IAPI index at the district level, in this preliminary formulation three steps have
been foreseen as outlined in the following pictures:

Figure 1: Analytical steps

Figure 2: Methodological approach

Step 3 - not yet conducted and which will also be supported using the Commonplace platform
(WP1) - will allow dealing with different individual needs and capabilities (beyond the capability
to walk, cycle, or having to use a wheelchair) in term of services and quality of the paths.
However, this further step does not have the purpose of individualizing the services but of
offering the minimum enabling threshold of access to the basic services as in Martens (2017).
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1.4 Context of implementation (prototype)
The first prototype of the Index has been tested in a Milan urban district (Crescenzago),
following the over mentioned analytical steps. The reasons behind the selection of
Crescenzago – a district in the North-East of Milan – as a testbed for the preliminary
implementation of the IAPI are two folds: on the one hand, it is a peripheral neighborhood
characterized by different morpho-functional conditions and a consequent imbalance in the
diffusion and availability of services and daily activities whose accessibility is strongly
influenced by the presence of large monofunctional platforms and infrastructures acting as
barriers. On the other hand, the Local Administration is planning to experiment in this urban
district transformation projects to support the 15 minutes city.

Figure 3: Crescenzago district (NIL 19) in the North-East part of Milan
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Figure 4(a): Crescenzago main morpho-functional features - supra-local attractors

Figure 4(b): Crescenzago main morpho-functional features - commercial activities and services
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Figure 4(c): Crescenzago main morpho-functional features - gathering and cultural spaces

Figure 4(d): Crescenzago main morpho-functional features - leisure and sort spaces
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2. Implementation of the IAPI
2.1 Step 1: Streets network definition
A preliminary and fundamental step to test the proposed approach, is the construction of a
pedestrian network as a digital cartographic base that contains information on the
characteristics of the roads and paths. A network or graph is an abstract representation of a
set of elements and the connections between them (Trudeau, 1994). The elements are called
vertices or nodes, and the connections between them are called links or edges. A street
network is an example of a complex spatial network with both nodes and edges embedded in
space (Berthélemy, 2011). Therefore, a graph represents intersections as nodes and street
segment as edges (Boeing, 2017).
OpenStreetMap street network is chosen as it represents a comprehensive base, continuously
updated by users (private or institutional). In fact, OSM is a collaborative mapping project that
provides free and editable maps as well as geographic data. In particular, the OSM street
network in Milan is the result of collaboration between the user's community and AMAT (the
Mobility, Environment and Territory Agency of the Municipality of Milan) which guarantees
continuous updating and high quality of data available.
The first operation is the preparation of the network considering only the walkable streets and
paths in a GIS environment. There are several methods of acquiring street network data from
OpenStreetMap. OSM provides an API, called Overpass, which can be queried to retrieve any
data in the database. To speed up this operation OSMnx tool is used. OSMnx is a free, opensource Python package that allows collecting spatial data, visualizing, analyzing and, most
importantly, enabling automated download of street networks from OpenStreetMaps. By
running the Python codes where “network_type=walk”, is possible to plot and download the
OSM street network for the city of Milan, automatically excluding roads not suitable for cycle
or pedestrian circulation, such as highways, paths not accessible inside enclosed private
areas or within car parks with no exit.
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Figure 5: Portion of the “walkable” street network for Milan, created and plotted automatically by passing the query
phrase “Milan, MI, Italy” into OSMnx and imported in GIS

In addition, the graph is imported in Qgis where is possible to carry on some operation of
topologic verification in terms of congruence and connectivity between nodes, together with
some manual integration of missing routes. Hence, it has been possible to model a
geometrically correct graph specific for cycling and pedestrian mobility, potentially usable for
further routing applications such as finding routes between points, calculating accessibility
(known as service areas analysis), calculating distance matrix or time matrix based on
average speed. Working within a GIS environment enables us to use the street network as a
vector cartographic base for geoprocessing operations. Moreover, it allows to facilitate
integration with other spatial databases available through institutional portals (Geoportals or
Open Data), the construction of updated and complex cognitive frameworks and to easily
share the outcomes. For these reasons, working with GIS seemed to be the right choice to
obtain maps available for consultation, to be interrogated by the user and to be improved over
time.
Finally, the last necessary step has been to construct a street network based on the needs of
pedestrians, cyclists but also persons with reduced mobility. Therefore, the graph becomes
the basis for further refinement. It will contain information (called indicators) able to describe
the physical and qualitative characteristics of the paths and their surroundings: type of roads,
obstacles, slopes etc. Thus, overcoming an approach typical of transport engineering, which
identifies as the best option the shortest path between two points A and B, the implemented
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network offers a range of indicators capable of profiling each link according to their attributes,
then related to the three target users (pedestrians, cyclists, person with reduced mobility).
The indicators have been acquired directly from OSM database and when missing, from
different data sources, cartographic portals, and open data sources, such as the Topographic
Database (DbT) of the Municipality of Milan. In addition, partly collected through direct
investigation and field surveys in the study area.
Due to the significant amount of work required to map the attributes in such detail, the first test
considers only the street network inside the boundary of the Crescenzago district
(administratively defined as Nuclei di Identità Locale NIL 19).

Figure 6: Street network selection for the detailed analysis within Crescenzago district using NIL 19

To select the attributes for characterizing the OSM network, based on the three target users,
studies aimed at identifying the factors that affect a person’s physical activity levels have been
considered (Alfonzo, 2005; Cervero et al, 1996; Vernez-Moudon, et al. 1997, Salon 2016),
along with operative experiences working at the same micro scale (ATOS in Transport for
London approach, Walkability index in Bologna, Melbourne and Portland).
Active mobility is particularly sensitive to the built environment (Handy et al., 2006; Krizek,
2003; Saelens and Handy, 2008) and findings of significant correlations between certain
configurations of the built environment or urban design, and travel patterns (Newman and
Kenworthy, 2006; Ewing and Cervero, 2010 Appleyard, 2015; Nourian et al., 2018), are well
known, along with research referring to how specific user groups use active mobility (D'Haese
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et al., 2016; Gorrini and Bandini, 2019). While some of these correlations may be explained
by residential self-selection, several have been proved to be causal (Cao et al., 2006; Handy
et al., 2006; Cao, 2010).
Even if a variety of individual and physical-environmental factors come into play, three levels
of walking needs have been considered: comfort, safety, accessibility, synthesized in the
following table (Figure 7). Authors are aware that it is imperative to consider the settings and
population habits carefully to deal with local conditions affecting walking needs. Hence, for the
further steps, focus groups and interaction processes will be set supported also by the
Commonplace platform (see WP1), to detail the attributes and their role in the daily active
mobility practices. However, to transfer this approach into quantitative measures, different
speeds are attributed to each profile based on their mobility. Speeds along the network can
increase to express comfort or safety. On the contrary, decrease in those paths where safety
or accessibility are not guaranteed.

Figure 7 – Indicators and basic attributes of the street network and the different profiles of users

Subsequently, all the indicators collected have been transferred as attributes to each link of
the network through geoprocessing operations based on proximity criteria in Qgis, allowing to
obtain a graph, not only correct from a geometric point of view, but also full of additional
information that can be interrogated, displayed, and mapped (see figures 8).
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Figures 8: Maps of some attributes integrated in street network

Indicator

Source

Walkways in park and green areas

OpenStreetMap (OSM)

Presence of flowerbeds

Survey

Street lighting

Survey

Presence of trees, tree-lined

Topograghic Database (DBT)

Presence of benches

Survey

Presence of bicycle racks

Oped Data Milano BikeMi
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Presence of fountains with drinking

Oped Data Milano

water

Table1: Additional attributes for the street network

Accessibility measures are calculated by simulating movements through links and nodes.
Therefore, to successfully run network analysis in the following steps, different speeds must
be associated with each link to replicate time/distance walking and cycling performances along
with it. Following the characterization of the links and speeds assigned for each profile, three
different street networks are constructed (see table 1):
•

Pedestrian network: average speed of 3 km/h; speed increases or decreases based
on the type of roads, slope, presence of tunnels/bridges or obstacles such as steps.

•

Reduced mobility network: average speed of 2km/h; speed decreases or links can be
eliminated due to presence of obstacles, tunnels or bridges like under/over passes
accessible only through steps (as it happens in metro underpasses in our study areas),
narrow sidewalks and slope.

•

Bicycle network: average speed of 10km/h; speed increases or decreases due to the
type of road, presence of bicycle paths and their characteristics, slope and level of
traffic.

Figure 9: Construction of the three networks and characterization criteria of the links based on the three users'
profiles

It is evident that each street network is strictly related to the number of indicators and the level
of information of the paths collected. Therefore, it was decided to set three levels of detail
and investigate their differences. The first level of detail is represented by the “standard OSM”
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street network. Despite this is faster and easier to obtain, it does not contain any indicators of
the characterization of the links. Next, is the “detailed street network” based on OSM attributes:
indicators are selected from the available attributes already contained in the OSM dataset.
This version of the network maximizes the transferability of the methodology also limiting the
need for time and money consuming on-site surveys. However, OSM databases are not
complete with all the information useful to characterize the links. Lastly, the third level and
more detailed is accomplished with the “highly detailed street network” originated by OSM
attributes and integrated with open data and information derived from direct surveys. This last
graph is the most accurate and complete, with all the collected characteristics of the links. Yet,
it

is

time-consuming

and

more

difficult

to

be

replicated

in

other

contexts.

Figure 10: Comparison between speeds assigned to each link between pedestrian “standard” OSM street network,
pedestrian “detailed” street network and pedestrian “highly detailed” street network
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Figure 11: Comparison between speeds assigned to each link between “standard” OSM street network, reduced
mobility “detailed” street network and reduced mobility “highly detailed” street network

Figure 12: Comparison between speeds assigned to
each link between bicycle “standard” OSM street network and bicycle “highly detailed” street network

Consequently, this approach allows comparing the three levels of detail obtained for each
profile: pedestrian (see Figure 10), reduced mobility (see Figure 11) and bicycle (see Figure
12), by displaying the different speeds and costs assigned to each link. However, for the
bicycle profile, only the standard network and the highly detailed network were compared. This
difference with the other profiles is due to the fact that the most relevant indicators used for
better characterize the links, such as information about the traffic and the typology of bicycle
19

lanes (see Figure 7), are not directly available on OSM, but were obtained from public open
data portals, making irrelevant a comparison between detailed OSM-based and highly detailed
networks’ outcomes.
Finally, the different networks will be tested based on the three users' profiles and related
average speeds. Hence, the graphs are configured for further integration and improvements.
2.2 Step 2: Basket of services
The second step has been finalized to map and select the basket of the daily services (see
table 2), considering their distributions as well as the temporal variation during the week. The
list of the daily services considered in this test has been selected based on similar experiences
carried out at the local scale, and considering information derived from the interaction with the
Local Authority.
Items

1. Public open spaces

Attributes
1.1 Gardens
1.2 Playgrounds
2.1

Grocery

stores

2.2 Supermarkets
2.3 Street markets
2.4 Bar restaurants and cafes

2. Commercial activities and services to

2.5 Newsstand

the public

2.6 Tobacco shops
2.7 Banks with ATM
2.8 Post offices
2.9 Hairdressers
2.10 Administration

3. Gathering and cultural spaces

3.1 Cultural and creative spaces
3.2 Theatres and cinemas

4. Sport

4.1 Sport fields
4.2 Gyms
5.1 Pharmacy

5. Healthcare and social care

5.2 GP
5.3 Healthcare clinics
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5.4 Social services
6.1 Libraries
6.2 Nurseries

6. Education spaces

6.3 Kindergartens
6.4 Primary schools
6.5 Middle schools

Indicator

Attribute

<OSM

feature>

or source
Metro Station

<PT= platform; stop
area>

High frequency stop

Public transport

Low frequency stop

Input

Service frequency from stop (peak/

transit

calm hours)

(GTFS…)

from

local

authorities

Number of lines serving the stop
Bike sharing station

Sharing mobility

Input
transit

Car sharing station

from

local

authorities

(Open data)

Table 2: List of the basket of services and their attributes

Therefore, the basket of services has been mapped considering not only their spatial
distribution, as displayed in the following maps (see Figures 12), but also their temporal
variation and supply (see Figures 13).
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Figures 12: Mapping the services distribution in Milan
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Figures 13: Service temporal variation in Milan: weekday and holiday distribution. Refer to Figures 12 for the
legend.

In addition, in our approach, public transport supply has been considered among the daily
services and mapped according to the quality of the transport supply offered and the
accessibility of the public transport stops (see fig. 14 and tab. 2). This is different for example
from other experiences such as ATOS in Transport for London.

Figure 14: Public transport network
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3. Calculation of the IAPI
3.1 Isochrones setting and computation
The collection of information both on the characteristics of the street network and on the
distribution of the essential services allows proceeding with the calculation of the isochrones
for each service considering different attributes and accessibility levels. For this spatial
operation, the Network Analyst Tool from ArcGIS is chosen between the different options
available for routing applications. With the Network Analyst, it is possible to calculate precise
service areas around any location on the network (see Figure 15, 16). The isochrones show
the area that is reachable from a starting point in a given amount of time to provide much more
relevant catchment areas than distance radius areas as buffers. Accessibility measures are
made simulating movements between links connected by nodes. Thus, accessibility has been
calculated considering three break values: 5, 10 and 15 minutes. Speeds have been added to
each network edge as a prerequisite to simulate time/distance walking, cycling and reduced
mobility performances through the network to generate isochrones. Therefore, 5 minutes
isochrones indicate a high level of accessibility, 10 minutes medium and 15 minutes low levels
of accessibility. In addition, mapping accessibility through isochrones allows highlighting not
only the catchment areas of each service but also restrictions (barriers, interrupted
connections,) that limit accessibility. These suggest where it would be important to intervene
through targeted actions aimed at enlarging the area of influence of the selected service as
well as improvements of the network.

Figure 15: Pedestrian isochrones around commercial activities and services (supermarkets) on a weekday.
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The first image (see Figure 15) shows isochrones of 5,10,15 minutes computed using the
standard OMS network. The second map displays pedestrian isochrones generated with the
detailed network based on OSM attributes. Hence, the map on the right presents the
catchment areas originated from the high detailed network, based on OMS data, open data
and direct survey information.

Figure 16: Reduced mobility isochrones around commercial activities and services (supermarkets) on a weekday.

The first image (see Figure 16) represents standard isochrones of 5,10,15 minutes computed
using the standard OMS graph. The second map displays reduced mobility isochrones
generated from the detailed network based on OSM attributes. Moreover, the map on the
bottom right presents the catchment areas for reduced mobility that are originated from the
highly detailed network, based on OMS data, open data and direct survey information.
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Figure 17: bicycle isochrones around commercial activities and services (supermarkets) on a weekday.

Finally, in this third example (see Figure 17), the image on top represents 5 minutes and 10
minutes isochrones for bicycles computed using the standard OMS graph with a standard
speed of 15 km/h, while the map on the bottom displays the catchment areas for bicycle that
are originated from the highly detailed network with different speeds, based on the
combination between OMS data, open data and direct survey indicators.
Hence, isochrones have been calculated for all the basket of service and profiles.

3.2 Accessibility scores
The subsequent step has been the calculation of an accessibility score that sum the different
levels of accessibility to all the baskets of services. To carry out this complex geoprocessing
operation, we decided to create a hexagonal grid dividing the space with an area equal to the
area of the blocks (census tracts) in the study area. Aggregation of data to regularly shaped
grids is used for many reasons to normalize or to mitigate the issues of using irregularly
shaped polygons created arbitrarily (such as boundaries or block groups as in our case with
the census tracts). Though the square (fishnet) grid is the predominantly used shape type in
GIS analysis and thematic mapping, hexagons may be better suited when the analysis
includes aspects of connectivity or movement paths (see Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Comparison between square (fishnet) grid and hexagon grid

Moreover, hexagons reduce sampling bias due to edge effects of the grid shape, this is related
to the low perimeter-to-area ratio of the shape of the hexagon (See Figure 19).

Figure 19: Hexagonal grid for Crescenzago district

Based on the network analysis, the recorded isochrones are transformed into scores:
•

5 minutes = 3 (high)

•

10 minutes = 2 (good)

•

15 minutes = 1 (acceptable)

•

> 15 minutes = 0 (poor)

These are assigned to each hexagon defining a value to each area of the neighbourhood,
based on the quantity, temporality, and relevance (weigh) of services available in the three
isochrones corresponding to three users' profiles (See Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Preliminary outcomes of the “pedestrian” accessibility by proximity index during the week

Therefore, the score of each hexagonal cell has been summed n time as the number of
services considered, corresponding to our basket of services. The result, for the cumulative
principle, is a score where higher values correspond to high levels of accessibility by proximity.
On the contrary, in red are highlighted the hexagons indicating lower scores so poorer levels
of accessibility by proximity. In the image (Figure 20) is displayed an example of this operation
by selecting three services from the basket of service: hairdresser, bank/atm, pharmacy. Thus,
scores of each service’s hexagons can be summed to obtain the final score representing the
overall accessibility by proximity levels. Finally, further steps will investigate the relevance of
the services based on:
•

the demand-supply considering the population composition and temporary population

•

focus group

•

outcomes from Commonplace platform Heatmap (WP1) extended to the neighborhood
scale.
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4. Preliminary outcomes and ways forward
4.1 Preliminary outcomes
Comparing the preliminary outcomes of the accessibility analysis, it is possible to state that
when running isochrones using the pedestrian and cycling network as a basis, remarkable
differences cannot be found between the two elaborations from the “detailed” network and the
“highly detailed” one. On the contrary, more significant dissimilarities in the catchment areas
are found when comparing highly detailed elaborations with the “standard” OSM network (See
Figure 21).

Fig. 21: Simulation and comparison between OMS and street network with attribute based on direct survey for
pedestrian users

The effect is observable for all the three profiles, even if at a varying degree: it is less significant
for cyclists (see fig.17) and pedestrians (see fig.21) but particularly evident when working with
the reduced mobility network, where significant differences can be found due to the higher
characterization of the links of the network (See Figure 22). Consequently, OSM data may be
considered sufficient to characterize the network for cyclists and pedestrians, but maybe not
enough for reduced mobilities requiring additional surveys.
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Figure 22: Simulation and comparison between OMS and street network based on the attribute for persons with
reduced mobility

4.2 Open issues and following steps
The implementation of the IAPI in Crescenzago district allows to test the approach and provide
useful elements for further improvement and its application in the partner cities, to analyze the
current conditions for accessibility by proximity and highlight options to make accessibility
more inclusive, and, in successive iterations, to evaluate the impacts on accessibility of street
experiments and other measures affecting land use and transport conditions.
To achieve these goals, we have to deal with the main limitations of the approach used in this
work. This affects the transferability on the street network features, derived from a timeconsuming in site survey to be automatized, as well as in reference to the weight assigned of
each item in the final composition score, strongly depending on the typology of the service as
well as on the preferences of persons.
Another open issue refers to the edge effects related to definition of the study area because
the characterization of the street network is limited to the administrative boundaries of the
neighborhood. As well known, limiting the analysis to the borders of the neighborhood may
generate errors (i.e., a service may be located out of the area but close being reachable and
potentially more accessible than similar services within the area). To partially solve this issue,
we mapped the services located 5 minutes away from the border including them in the
isochrone analysis. Since they are out of the neighborhood, the network to reach them is not
characterized with the in-depth analysis (see Figure 23).
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Figure 23: Dealing with the borders, the edge effects

Further research should also explore how to select the basket of the basic urban opportunities
as daily services to be accessible. This issue relates for whom the listed activities are
essential, but also how we can update them in a operationalize way to support decisionmaking processes. In the next steps, deliberative processes with focus groups coupled with
the analysis of the result of the Commonplace Heatmap can be tested to rediscuss and update
the panels of the services.
The experimentation in Crescenzago district and the seminars carried out for presenting the
preliminary findings, discussing with some experts and civil servants (June 30; July 19; July
201), allow to identify the main open issues and tasks for further advancements (Figure 24).
This concern:
•

proposing a “Road Map” that works as a methodological guide to replicate the IAPI
calculation in the partner cities of the project at the neighborhood scale. The road map
may provide information about the necessary data and attributes to calculate the index.
The focus will be set on attributes already available in OSM (replicability of the
methodology). If attributes are not available in OSM (i.e. obstacles, absence of
wheelchair access), the idea is to look for automated processes of data collection.

1 June 30 – Seminar finalised to introduce and compare the preliminary outcomes of the implementation of the
Inclusive Accessibility by proximity index (IAPI) in Milan and Munich, discussing the critical issues; receiving
comments and indications for our further work.; July 19, 20 meetings with prof Pierluigi Coppola (Polimi) and
Simon Cooper (Transport for London).
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•

dealing with contextual features and their influences in the IAPI design, that means
considering both how to flexibly adapt the characterization of the network and how to
select and update the basket of facilities to be included according to different contexts.

We are aware that the transferability of the approach requires a case-by-case reflection on
available data that is going to be tested while extending the experimentation in other cities.
In the same way, street network features, isochrone calculation, local needs definitions require
a case-by-case reflection on the engagement of the inhabitants and city users to profile their
needs and mobility behaviors for the selection of the basket of facilities and relevant features
of the street networks.
Finally, a further issue concerns the integration of IAPI with the existing Geo Open
Accessibility Tool (https://www.open-accessibility.org/). The tool will rely on open data (e.g.
OpenStreetMap) and be applicable in different contexts. In our intention, tool development will
be an iterative process, with refinement following application (task 2.3).

Figure 24: Similar experiences with which we interact
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